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Before the 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

In the Matter Of: ) 
) 

Self-Regulatory Organizations; ) 
Proposed Rule C~ange by New ) 
York Stock Exchange, Inc. Re- ) 
lating to Amendments to the Ex- ) 
change's Voting Rights Listing ) 
Standards for Domestic Companies ) 

File No. SR-NYSE-86-l7 

COMMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

I. Introduction and Statement of Posjtion 

In the present proceeding, the Securities and Exchange 

Commission ("Commisslon" or "SEC") has requested comments on a 

proposed rule change by the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 

("Exchange" or "NYSE"). 11 The existing rule denies listing to 

any corporation that nas disparate voting rights among its 

common stock. The proposed change would, under certain 

circumstances, permit the listing of companies having multiple 

classes of common stock with unequal voting rights (hereinafter 

"dual class common stock"). 11 

!/ Self-Regulatory Organizations; Proposed Rule Change by New 
York Stock Exchange, Inc. Relating to Amendments to the 
Exchange~s Votjng Rjghts Listing Standards for Domestic 
Companies, S1 Fed. Reg. 37529 (October 22, 1986). 

~ . 
2/ These·circumstances are set forth in Section II A. of these 
Comments, infra. 



Recent years have vitnessed • renewe~ interest on the part 

of some public companies in issuing dual class common.st~ck. 
.. .. . 

Because the NYSE's ban on listing companies having 8u~h ~~ock 

is far more stri ngent than the rules of its largest ri vals·, 11 
the Exchange is understaudably concerned that conti nuati on of 

that ban in unmodified form could cause companies that want to 

have dual class common stock to list their shares elsewhere. 

At the same time, the Exchange's proposed modification of its 

rule seeks to protect the shareholders of public companies~ith 

a single class of voting common from an involuntary conversion 
F ~ 

-iiiE-
of their stock into limited voting common. To comply with its 

proposal, a public company with a single class of voting common 

that creates a class of limited voting common would have to 

obtain the prior approval of a majority of the votes of its 

public shareholders and a majority of the company's independent 

dlrectors. 

The United States Department of Justice (Wthe DepartmentW), 

the Executive Branch agency responsible for promoting 

competition, believes that, based on currently available 

evidence, companies should be free to choose the form of 

corporate governance and capital structure that best suits 

3/ ·T.~e shareholder voting rights standards of the American 
~tock Exc~ange are less demanding than those of the Exchange, 
while NASDAQ has no shareholder voting rights standard. 51 
,ed. ~eg. at 37530. 
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them, so long as their choice does not cause substantial harm 

to minority shareholders or to third parties. We think it - . 
~ highly unlikely that the propOsed rule change would b~rm . . -.. 
, einority shareholders. Shareholder wealth apparently was not 

•• _______ ___ J 

barmed by past recapitalizations .nd modifications of voting 

rights that resulted in dual class common stock, and the NYSE's 

proposed rule appears to offer existing minority shareholders 

ample protection against reductions in their wealth. Investors 

that acquire the securities of dual class firms after the 

creation of dual class common stock will buy with full 

knowledge of the rights they are acquiring, and the pr~ce they 

pay for their shares will fully reflect all available 

information concerning the value of the firm whose shares they 

are acquiring. 

The allowance of disparate voting power would not endanger 

other social interests. Dual class common stock does not 

represent a significant threat to the market for corporate 

control. Empirical evidence does not suggest that dual class 

common has been created systematically for the purpose of 

deterring takeover attempts, and it is not uncommon for dual 

class firms to be acquired by other firms. Nor would approval 

of the proposed rule change ignite a ftrace to the bottom" among 

stock exchanges, in which exchanges compete for listings by 

vying with each other to afford shareholders less and less 

prote'cti on agal nst explol tat! on by management. The "race to 

the bottom" hypothesis lacks any substantial empirical 
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support. Finally, a prohibition on listing dual class common 

stock cannot be justified by imputing to a concept of. 

·corporate democracy" the same values attributed to P,Olitical . .. 
~emocracy. Attempts to draw an analogy between corporate 
. 
voting and political voting overlook diff~;ences in the 

commonality and number of interests affected and the options 

available to shareholders and citizens. 

In sum, there appear to be no likely adverse consequences 

from permitting the Exchange to adopt the proposed rule change, 

and the Commission ought, therefore, to approve that change. 

II. Background 

A. The Exchange's Proposed Rule Change 

Since the mjd-1920s, the Exchange has had a policy of 

refusing to list, and of removing from the list, any company 

having dual class common stock. This policy is often referred 

to as one requiring "one share, one vote". In 1984, in 

response to a growing number of listed companies' proposed 

recapitalizations involving the creation of a second class of 

common stock having multiple votes per share, the Exchange 

jnstjtuted a study of whether retention or modification of its 

traditional policy would best serve the interests of those 

directly affected--shareholders, their corporations and the 

Exchange. 

Subsequently, 1n the summer of 1986, the Exchange Board of 
.' . 

Di re'efor s '~dopted modi fi cati ons to the "one share, one vote" 

standards and submitted them for SEC approval. The proposed 
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rule would, if certain conditions are met, permit companies 

havlng dual class common stock to list their shares, 'or retain 
.' . 

their listing, on the Exchange. Dual class common 8t~cki:1f 

created as part of a recapitalization or modification of voting 

rights within an existing 8ingle class of voting equity 

security by a public company, would be permitted if approved by 

a majority of the company's independent directors and a . ~ 

ma jori ty of the votes eli gi ble ~o be cast by its publi c - """.~~, cI~ . ~. 
- -- -------------------

shareholders. Public shareholders do not include "insiders" -
and their affiliates or the company's affiliates. Listed 

companies that have created dual class common stock and have 

not received the required approval(s) will have two years from 

the effective date of the modification to comply. A firm 

applying to list under the new provisions must obtain the 

required approvals prior to listing on the Exchange. 

These public shareholder and independent director approval 

requirements apply only to public companies. A company that at 

the time of its incorporation has dual class common stock, or 

that issues such stock prior to becoming a public company, 

would not be subject to the approval requirements of the 

Exchange's modified listing policy. For the purpose of the 

Exchange's 'policy, a company becomes a public company when it 

first has a class of equity security held of record by at least 
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500 persons. ~ The approval requirements similarly do not 

apply to the typi cal "spi n-off" ·transacti on, when, for example, 
." " ..... . 

a firm aistributes to its common stockholders, 1n ac~raance 
\ 

~ith their respective holaings, dual class common .tock of 
" another company that will hola certain assets of the. 

distributing company. 

B. Backgrouna With Respect to the Utilization of Dual 
Class Common Stock 

The principle of "one share, one vote" was not an original 

tenet of business incorporation. On the contrary, early 

statutory ana charter provisions in many cases limitea the 

number of votes that large shareholders could cast. iI By the 

ena of the nineteenth century, however, companies could, and 

generally aia,'provide for shareholder voting on the basis of 

equaljty of voting power for each share of common. !/ 
In the beginning of the twentieth century state corporation 

laws were neutral on the issue of dual class stock. 

~/ The Exchange borrowed this concept from Section 12(g) of 
the Securities Exchange Act, 15 V.S.C. 5781(9) (1982), which 
requires an issuer with total assets exceedlng $1,000,000 and a 
class of equity security hela of recora by five hunared or more 
persons to register with the Commission. 

5/ Ratner, The Government of Business Corporations: Critical 
Reflections on the Rule of hOne Share, One Vote," 56 Corn. L. 
Rev. 1, 3-8 (1970) ("Ratner"). See al·so 1 W. Scott, The 
Constitution ana Finance of EnglTih,lSCOttish and Iri~ 
Joint-Stock Companies to 1720 162-163, 228, 270, 340-341 
(1912). 

6/ Ratner at 8-9. -
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corporations could create dual class common Itock, although few 

publicly-held companies chose to do so prior to 1917. During 

the years 1918 to 1929, however, dual class common 8tpck,be~ame 

!ncreasingly popular. 11 From the investor's perspective; 

nonvoting (generally referred to as Class A) common offered the 

prospect of higher dividends than the voting stock of the same 

company, from the issuer's viewpoint, the use of nonvoting 

common was a means of raising equity capital that "allowed the 

management to retain full administrative control".!1 Dual 

class common stock soon fell out of fashion, however, and 

perSisted only in a small minority of firms with 

publicly-traded stock.!1 In the past few years, there has 

been a slight increase in the utilization of dual class common 

stock, 37 firms created a second class of common stock from 

71 Some idea of the popularity of dual class common stock in 
the 1920s can be gleaned from the fact that from 1925 to 1929 
an average of 71.6 companies whose stock was publicly traded 
issued limited voting stock (by recapitalization or new issue) 
each year. 1 A. Dewing, 'The Financial Policy of Corporations 
163 n. 000 (5th ed. 1953) ("Dewing"). It was during the 
mid-1920s that the Exchange imposed its policy of refusing to 
list companies with du~l class common stock. 

!I Dewing at 163. 

91 See De Angelo and De Angelo, Manaier]al Ownership of Voting 
Ri9h~14.J •. Fin. Econ. 33, 53-~4 (19 5) ("De Angelo and De 
Angelo")J Fischel, Organized EXchanges and the Re!Ulation of 
Dual 'Class' Common Stock 46 (February 1986) (unpub {shed report) 
("Pischel"). 
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1980-1984. 111 This development occurred simultaneously with 

the more widespread adoption of anti takeover devices. 111 .--- . 
Historically, firms that have utilized dual clas~:~ommoD 

~tock have often been controlled by members of a 8ingle family, 

and not infrequently members of the family and in-laws are 

among the most highly paid corporate officers. l!1 Firms that 

achieve dual class 8tatus through recapitalization are 

characterized by a high percentage of equity ownership by 

insiders both prior to and subsequent to recapitalization. 11/ 

101 Partch, The Creation of a Class of Limited VotinG Common 
Stock and Shareholder Wealth 4 (September 1986) (unpu ilshed 
manuscriPt) (forthcoming 1n J. Fin. Econ.) (·Partch"). 

11/ There are three basic voting patterns in firms with dual 
CIass common stock: voting-nonvoting, class voting, and pooled 
voting. Under voting-nonvoting, holders of Class B shares have 
all the votes and exercise them on a "one share, one vote" 
basis, while holders of Class A shares have no vote, or vote 
only in unusual circumstances (such as a continued default in 
the Class A dividends). In the case of class voting, all 
shares within a class carry equal voting rights with all other 
shares 1n that class, but Class A shareholders separately elect 
a minority of the directors, while Class B shareholders 
separately elect the majority. In pooled voting, all 
shareholders vote together for direct~rs but each share of 
Class A stock carries only one vote, while each share of Class 
B carries multiple votes. More exotic variations on these 
patterns also exist, such as dual class common stock plus an 
issue of preferred stock that has some voting rights, a Single 
class of common stock in which voting power per share varies 
with the length of time the security has been continously held, 
and a single class of common where voting power per share 
varies with the size of the shareholder's holding. 

JlI'~!!! De Angelo and De Angelo at 50, 63-68. 
' .. 

~ 

13/ :Partch at 8-11. In Partch's sample insiders controlled 
iDout naIf (average 48.6' and median 53.0') of the equity and 

Footnote continued 
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III. Corporations Should Be Free to Choose the Capital 
Structure and Form of Corporate Governance That Best 
Suits Them, Provided That Their Choice Does Hot Result 
in Substantial Harm Either to Minority Shareholders of 
the Coreorati On or to Third Parties .. 

• • I 
~ . 

The ability of individuals and firms to write mutualiy 

agreeable contracts is essential to the working of a free 

enterprise economy. Contracts may create new property rights 

or relinquish old ones. Through the trade of assets, goods, 

and services facilitated by contracts, individuals maximize 

their welfare and firms maximize their profits. In our free 

enterprise system, government generally does not interfere with 

private contracts. Occasionally, however, a contract between 

two parties may create what economists call "negative 

externalities", ~, adverse effects on one or more third 

parties. If these negative externalities are Significant 

enough, contracts that create them could be contrary to the 

public interest. 11/ 

13/ Continued -
votes prior to the recapitalization and slightly less than half 
(average 43.'\ and median 44.3\) of the equity after the 
recapitalization. 

14/ A negative externality exists whenever the activities of 
one or more firms adversely affect third parties in ways that 
are not taken into account by the operation of the market. 
Negative externalities thus are one example of a market 
failure. A market failure exists when an unregulated market's 
equilibri~m does not maximize social welfare. When there is a 
market tallure, government regulation may be necessary to 
1 mprove soci a1 welfare, the same may be true of regulati on by a 
self-regulatory organization. See ~enera1li P. Samuelson and 
W. Nordhaus, Economics 712-721 1l2t ed. 19 5). 
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The central issue of this proceeding, therefore, is whether 

there is a reason not to allow the HYSE to revise its listing 

rules so that they allow private parties to contract v~th 
! 

respect to a particular aspect of corporate governance. ·State~ 

conversely, the issue is whether maintenance of a mandatory 

·one share, one vote" rule is necessary to avoid a matket 

failure of significant ~imensions. The Commission thus must 

ascertain whether allowing a corporation to create dual classes 

of common stock woul~ have such a significantly adverse effect 

either on minority stockholders of the corporation or on 

shareholders in general, or have the generalize~ effect of 

reducing the attraction of the securities market to the 

public. If these questions can be answere~ in the negative, 

there 1s no justification for denying approval of the propose~ 

rule, which merely allows parties to contract about one aspect 

of corporate governance. 
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IV. The Department Is Unaware of Any Significant Negative 
Effects on Shareholder Wealth That Would Result from 
Permitting Firms to create Dual Class Common Stock Under 
Conditions That Protect the Interests .of Existing:"iporlty 
Shareholders . . . 

A. The Exchange's Proposed Rule Change Appears to Offer 
Existing Shareholders Ample Protection Against 
Exploitation by Management 

Companies choose dual class common stock to ensure greater 

management control. While managers themselves might seek 

9reater control for entirely self-serving purposes, 

shareholders would be acting irrationally if they voted to 

accept limited voting common stock to enrich managers at the 

~hareholders' expense. There is no reason to impute 

irrationality to any corporation's shareholders. Therefore, in 

those cases where shareholders do grant management control 

disproportionate to its equity interest we assume that they 

will do so because they believe that it will enhance their 

wealth. 

While giving management greater control would not be 

expected to be in the Shareholders' best interests in all 

circumstances, there are situations in which shareholders could 

reasonably take such action. Managerial control can benefit 

stockholders by increasing managerial incentives to invest in 

organizatiqn-specific human capital. Often managers have to 

invest their own time and resources in order to understand the 

workings of a company. If managers make those investments, 
'0. ." 

they·make··the company more valuable and thus benefi t 

stockholders. In most cases, the management skills are of 
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general value. In some cases, however, these investments may 

be organization-specific: the skills managers acquir~ f~om. 

making these investments would make them more valuabl~·only:to 

~he particular company and are not transferrable to other 

eompa~.ies. If managers have no job security, they are less 

likely to make investments in organization-specific human 

capital. Bence shareholders may feel that in order to provide 

sufficient incentives for management to make such investments 

and to enhance the worth of the company, they should confer 

more security on managers through voting for greater managerial 

control. 12! 
In addition, managerial control may permit stockholders of 

a target corporation to exact a higher price as a condition of 

transfer of control. A tender offeror that can obtain control 

for a small premium is unlikely to offer a larger premium, even 

if it believes a larger premium 1s justified. If shareholders 

are unable to act collectively, those who hold a majority of 

the company's shares may tender to the offeror'S relatively low 

bid to avoid the risk of losing the entire premium if the 

tender offer is unsuccessful and the stock price reverts to its 

pre-offer level. 16/ Greater managerial control can overcome 

lSI .?e Angelo and De Angelo at 3S, Fischel at 39-40. 

16/ ~See Comments of the United States Department of Justice 
beforilrhe Securities and Exchange Commission in the M~tter of 
Concept Release on Takeovers and Contests for Corporate Control 
10 • n. 13 (October 17, 1986). 
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the collective action problem by permitting management to 

negotiate a higher price for the shares. J11 
Under the Exchange's proposed rule, voting chan·g~· and 

~ 0 • 

recapitalizations that create a second class of limited voting , ... 
~ common will on:y be permitted if a majority of the outside 
I . 
" . stockholders vote their approval (and a majority of outaide -I!irectors approve as well).JSince the stock held by insiders 

is excluded, such changes will be dependent on the assent of a 

majority of those whose voting power will be reduced. It seems 

most unlikely that a majority of outside shareholders and 

independent directors would vote for a transaction that clearly 

had an adverse impact on shareholder wealth. 

B. There is No Empirical Evidence That Indicates That The 
Creation of Dual Class Common Stock Would Reduce 
Shareholder Wealth 

While there is only a limited amount of empirIcal data on 

the wealth effects of recapitalizations and voting rights 

modifications that create dual class common stock, that 

evidence indicates that "shareholder wealth does not appear to 

be affected by the creation of a class of limited voting common 

stock". 181 The Department is not aware of any empirical 

111 Fischel at 41-42. 

181 Partch at 25. Partch's results appear to be supported by 
in unpublished Canadian study of the reaction of shareholders 
to the issuance of limited voting common by 33 firms listed on 
the Toronto Stock Exchange. See Partch at 1 n. 3. Lease, 
McConnell and Mikkelson, The Market Value of Differential 

Footnote Continued 
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studies that reach the conclu8ion that .hareholder wealth 

suffers a significant adverse effect from such transactions. !!/ .. . . 
. \ . . 

C. The Efficient Capital Market Hypothesi8 Rule~·Out.Any 
Adverse Effect on the Wealth of Shareholder8~Who . 
Purchase Common Stock in a Pirm With Dual Class Common 

As Professor Fama h~s explained: 

An effiCient capital market is a market that 
is efficient in processing information. The 
pr~ces observed at any time are based on 
correct evaluation of all information 
available at that time. In an efficient 
market, prices Wfully reflectW available 
~ nformati on. ~/ 

It is generally agreed among economists that the Exchange is an 

efficient capital market. 21/ Hence the prices of any security -

18/ Continued 

Voting Rights in Closely Held Corporations, 57 J. Bus. 443 
(1984) observed generally negative average returns from the 
month of issuance through six months after jssuance of a class 
of limited voting common stock for the small sample of firms 
they studied, but concluded that ftthese results do not resolve 
whether the issuance of limited voting shares helps or harms 
the firm's stockholders. ft Id. at 449. 

19/ As indicated suar., in the past the creation of dual class 
common stock occurre primarily in corporations in which 
insiders owned a substantial percentage of the stock. In such 
circumstances, the absence of negative stock price effect data 
is not surprising, since a substantial portion of any such 
negative wealth effect would have been borne by jnsiders. !!! 
n. 13 supra. and accompanying text. 

20/ E. Fama, Foundations of· Finance 133 (1976). 

21/· ·'See,.·~, J. Lorie and M. Hamilton, The Stock Market: 
TneorTii ana-Evldence 70-97 (1973). 
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traded on the Exchange, whether one with full voting rights or 

lim~ted voting rights, are based on correct evaluation ,of all 

information available at that time. If firms with dual Class 
• . 

common stock as a general matter have worse prospects than 

firms with a single class of vot~ng common, or if shareholders 

with limited voting rights enjoy a lower probability of gain 

than shareholders with full voting rights, this information 

will be fully reflected in the prices of the shares. An 

investor that purchases shares in a firm with dual class common 

stock will thus always pay a price that fully reflects the 

prospects of that firm, as perceived by the market. Those who 

purchase public shares of a firm after it has created a dual 

class common stock structure know what they are buying and pay 

a price that already reflects the market's evaluation of the 

recapitalization. 

D. Dual Class Common Stock Does Not Pose a Significant 
Threat to the Market for corporate Control 

The Commission has recognized that takeovers and the threat 

of takeovers represent important mechanisms by which 

managements are constrained to operate efficiently and to 

maximize the wealth of shareholders. 22/ Thus impediments to ...... 

22/ Manne, Mergers and the Market for Corporate Control, 73 J. 
Pol. Econ. 110 (1965). Other mechanisms, such as the presence 
of independent directors, the use of performance-based 
compensat1.on contracts for managers, and manager turnover based 
on firm performance are also important means ,of spurring 
management effort on behalf of shareholders. 
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takeovers, or factors that 11gn1f1cantly reduce the probability 

that a firm will be taken over, can reduce the incentive for 

.anagers to maximize shareholder wealth. 

. . , .. . . . . .. . . . 
Recapitalizations and voting modifications that result in 

dual class common can undoubtedly serve t~ make takeovers more 

difficult. In the past, managements have often stated in proxy 

material that the creation of dual class common stock may 

lessen the likelihood of hostile takeover attempts. 23/ ...... 
However, there is little reason to suppose that such 

recapitalizations have been used systematically, or will be 

used systematically, to deter takeover attempts that 

shareholders believe would benefit them. Requiring a majority 

(ordinarily a supermajority) of all shares, and also a majority 

of shares held by public shareholders rather than insiders, to 

approve the recapitalization should help to ensure that 

managements do not engage in recapitalization merely for the 

purpose of entrenching themselves. There simply is no reason 

to presume that an increasingly sophisticated body of 

shareholders will prove incapable of discerning their own best 

interests. Moreover, because a substantial proportion of the 

stock held by public shareholders is likely to be in the hands 

a relatively small number of large institutional investors, 

organizing the public shareholders to defeat proposals that 

23/ Partch at 17. 
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would be harmful to their wealth should ordinarily be 

feasible. While creation of dual class common stock 'may be '. . . 
contrary to the best interests of stockholders in .o~·c~ses, 

that will not always be the case. As indicated supra, there 

are a number of reasons why insider-managers might want to 

retain control--and why outside shareholders should want to 

vote for insider-manager retention of control--that are 

consistent with the maximization of shareholder wealth. 24/ -
Pi nally, the noti on that recaptaU zati ons are use'd simply to 

entrench managements lacks empirical support as well. Of the 

firms in Partch's sample, for example, only one had been the 

target of a takeover attempt reported in The Wall Street 

Journal within two years prior to the recapitalization. £!/ 

E. Approval of the Proposed Rule Change Does Not Threaten 
to precipitate a "Race To the Bottom" Among Stock 
Exchanges That Would Adversely Impact the Interests of 
Shareholders 

The concern has sometimes been expressed that permitting 

24/ See text at nne 15-17 supra. The popularity of dual class 
common-itock in the 1920s (see n. 7 supra) cannot be attributed 
to a desire to frustrate takeOver bids, since the cash tender 
offer did not achieve popularity until forty years later. !!! 
Cohen, A Note on Takeover Bids and Corporate Purchases of 
Stock, 22 Bus. Law. 149 (1966). 

Another' reason for beU evi ng that the adopti on of a dual 
class common stock capital structure does not unduly inhibjt 
the market for corporate control is that firms with this type 
of capital structure have not infrequently been acquired. Of 
the 45 firms 1n the De Angelo and De Angelo study that had dual 
clas~~s of common st~ck 1n 1980, for example, four were 
acquired by other firms by the end of 1982, and another had its 
Chairman replaced as a consequence of a proxy contest. De 
Angelo and De Angelo at 63-68. 

~/ Partch at 12. 
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the Exchange to change Its rules will result In a negative 

effect in the form of a -race to the bottomW as stock.~x~ha~ges 
. ~ .. . 

compete for listings and trading volume by adopting" l'is" ana 

less stringent corporate governance rules for lilted 
. 
companies. ~I The result of this race, it Is feared, will be 

uniformly lax rules that will permit corporate managements more 

easily to exploit investors. The Department believes that this 

fear is unfounded. 

If the wrace to the bottom" hypothesis were sound, 

shareholders would prefer stocks that were listed on the 

Exchange because its rules on corporate governance are more 

stringent than those of, for example, the over the counter 

(WOTC") market. Thus the announcement that a firm was being 

listed on the Exchange should have an immediately discernible 

"positive effect on the price of that firm's shares. The 

studies do not, however, confirm the hypothesis. There has not 

been a statistically significant positive stock price reaction 

to the announcement that a firm would be listed on the 

Exchange, at least for years after 1970. !II 

261 See,~, 131 Cong Rec. S83l8 (daily ed. June 18, 
lJa5)1itatement of Sen. D'Amato), 131 Cong. Rec. E.2845 (daily 
ed. June 18, 1985) (exension of remarks of Rep. Dingell). 

271 Sanger and McConnell, Stock Exchange Listings, Firm Value, 
and Security Market Efficiency: The Impact of NASDAQ, 21 3. 
Fin. "Quan. Anal. 1, 22 (1986). 
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v. Prohibition of Dual Class Common Stock Cannot Be Justified 
By Imputing to a Concept of ·Corporate Democracy· the Same 
Values Attributable to -Political Democracy· 

• , " 

A final negative effect that has been attrlbuted~o dual 
~ , . 

~lass common stock is that it Is subversive of the principle 

that each share of common stock has exactly the e,me,voting 

rights as every other share. According to some opponents of 

tbe Exchange's rule change, just as "one person, one vote" is a 

basic tenet of political democracy, so ·one share, one vote" is 

a fundamental tenet of "corporate democracy.-!!/ The 

Department does not believe that a ban on dual class common can 

be justified by an analogy to political equality: there are 

substantial differences between the interests involved in 

corporate an~ political voting. 

There are very significant differences between one's 

interests as a corporate shareholder and as a member of a body 

politic. Corporations have only a very limited amount of power 

over the lives and wealth of their shareholders. Governments, 

by contrast, regularly exercise vast powers over those they 

govern. Hence a citizen bas far more at stake in a political 

election than a stockholder has in a corporate election. !!/ 

28/ See 131 Cong. Rec. 58318 (daily ed. June 18, 
IJ86)(Statement of Sen. Metzenbaum). 

29/ .·See,,~, Easterbrook and Fischel, Voting in correrate 
Law, WJ .. L. , Econ. 395, 396-397 (1983) ("tasterbroo and 
pi schel" ). 
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This important distinction i. reflected in the fact that it 1s 

a fundamental principle of democratic government tha~,th~se, 
" 

directly affected by the exercise of government powe~ can' 

vote, !QI while many of those most directly affected by 

corporate decisionmaking, ~, employees, customers,' 

suppliers, and creditors, cannot ordinarily vote. 111 
The objectives of different political voters are often 

mutually exclusive. Governments cannot simultaneously satisfy 

the wishes of those who want less butter and more guns and 

those who want fewer guns and more butter. The right to vote 

in political elections is critical precisely because those who 

lack the vote will be those whose wishes are most likely to be 

disregarded. In corporations, however, all shareholders tend 

to have similar interests. Higher profits, leading to higher 

share prices, benefit all shareholders alike, and lower profits 

hurt everybody. Moreover, unlike governments, corporations are 

severely limited--by the discipline of the marketplace--in the 

policies they can adopt. Because of the sjmilarity of interest 

among shareholders and because of market restraints on 

corporate action, the right to vote Is of much less 

significance in the corporate than in the political arena. 

301 ,See, ~, U.S. CONST., amend. XXIII (allowing residents or the DistrICt of Columbia to vote in Presidential elections), 
amend: XXVI (extending the right to vote to all persons 
eighteen years old or older), 

311 Easterbrook and Fischel at 396. 
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A final major difference between political and shareholder 

votjng is that the dissatisfied citizen can ordlnariiY'~~er~1se 

the exit option 1!I--move to another country, state, ~r ~; 

~uniclpaljty--only at a very high cost, 111 while dissatisfied 

shareholders can lnd do exit their companies at a very low 

cost. l,!1 

VI. Conclusion 

The proposed rule change does not appear likely to result 

In significant negative consequences either for shareholders of 

NYSE listed companies or for third parties. Consequently there 

Is no justification for governmental interference with freedom 

of contract, and the CommisSion should approve the NYSE's 

proposal. 

32/ See ~eneralll' A. Hirschman, Exit, VOice, and Loyalty 
TI97 0)( "Hl rschman ). 

33/ Manne, Some Theoretical ,sffcte of Shareholder Voting, 64 
COlum. L. Rev. 1427, 1445 (1964 AManne, VotIng"). 

34/ Hence the well-known Wall Street rule: "if you do not like 
the management you should sell your stock." See Hirschman at 
46 •.. Another di fference between polf ti cal votl ng and corporate 
voting is'that a stockholder can acquire more Yotes by buying 
more shares, whereas a voter has no (lawful) means of 
increaSing his political influence by purchasing Yotes. Manne, 
Voting at 1445. 
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